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1 Overview

The mirophysis of non-thermal plasmas an only be aptured by kineti simulations. This requires

evolving the loation and momentum of eletrons and ions separately as individual (omputational)

partiles instead of desribing the system as a marosopi �uid. These kind of simulations are known

as kineti plasma simulations. As an new e�ort at Nordita, we have developed a novel high-performane

omputing framework to enable suh simulations, alled Runko. Most importantly, by being able to

simulate the mirophysis of astroplasmas, we an study the mehanisms behind partile aeleration, a

physial phenomenon where kineti plasma proesses aelerate eletrons and ions up to ultra-relativisti

veloities.

Another astrophysis ativity at Nordita fouses on the alulation of the stohasti gravitational

wave (GW) bakground. For those alulations we use the Penil Code. The strengths of the result-

ing GW �eld at the present time for a range of GW soures assoiated with turbulent stresses in the

energy-momentum tensor. Another ativity onerns the interation of partiles with turbulene and the

growth of loud droplets. This ativity is supported by a grant on Bottleneks for the growth of partiles

suspended in turbulent �ows (Knut & Alie Wallenberg Foundation, with Professor Mehlig from Gothen-

burg as PI). We also ompute deaying and fored hydromagneti turbulene in the one- and two-�uid

desriptions to study the dynamo e�et, the hiral magneti e�et, and ambipolar di�usion.

2 Resoure usage

Our kineti simulations are preformed with Runko framework. The ode is open soure and is publily

available from GitHub1. On Beskow our typial kineti turbulene prodution runs with Runko are

5120
2 meshpoints and 3 × 10

9 partiles on 1024 ores. A typial run requires 30, 000 time steps. With

a standard partile push time of 3µs/partile/proessor, this translates to about 1 day of walllok time

at a ost of 30,000 CPU hours per run. For 3D runs we require about a minimum of 1024
3 meshpoints.

This is a fator of 40 inrease in the ost. With 8192 proessors and 30,000 time steps, this translates to

about 5 days of walllok time and 1,000,000 CPU hours per prodution run. Reonnetion runs (both

in 2D and in 3D) are of similar ost. Smaller kineti plasma test runs are planned for Kebnekaise with a

typial ost of ∼ 30,000 CPUh.

We will also run simulations with the Penil Code2, whih is hosted by Github3. This is an open-

soure ode developed by myself, my urrent and former oworkers, some of whom are part of this

projet, as well as others that have been invited to join the e�ort. The performane of this ode has been

disussed at several international onferenes; see, e.g., http://www.nordita.org/~brandenb/talks/

mis/PenilCode09.ppt. The ode has been optimized over the years and is still being improved in

terms of performane and new features are also being added. All of the 30,431 revisions sine 2001 are

publily available through our repository. We have adapted and optimized this ode for spherial polar

1https://github.om/natj/runko
2http://www.nordita.org/software/penil-ode
3https://github.om/penil-ode
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oordinate system (Mitra et al., 2009). This addition to the ode is used in several of the problems

disussed here. The ode runs well on all the di�erent platforms.

Figure 1: Strong saling of Penil Code on Triolith (top) and Runko
on Beskow (bottom).

On Beskow, we run prodution

runs with up to 2304
3 meshpoints on

9216 ores. A typial run requires at

least 500, 000 time steps, but it an

sometimes be muh more, depending

on irumstanes. With 4.2×10
−4µs

per meshpoint and per timestep on

Beskow, this means 4 days of wall-

lok time at a ost of 600,000 CPU

hours, while with 3.5 × 10
−3µs per

meshpoint and per timestep, this

means 3 days of walllok time at a

ost of 30,000 CPU hours per run.

To address properly the ritial

question of the dependene on the

magneti Reynolds number we have

to use high resolution runs. As we

move from 288
3 and 576

3 to 2304
3

mesh points (and orrespondingly

higher magneti Reynolds numbers),

we see the emergene of small-sale

dynamo ation at all depth. This

does not yet a�et the 576
3 runs,

where the red line shows still a well-

developed maximum of B/Beq ≈ 1,

but for the 2304
3 the maximum is

now only one third of that. We ex-

pet that this value will not derease

further, and that it will atually be-

ome bigger at larger strati�ation.

Note that the last of these runs is

for a deeper domain, so as to inlude

more safely the deep parts where it is

important to reah values of B/Beq

below 0.01, but this appears not to

be possible due to small-sale dy-

namo ation.

To on�rm our ideas and to un-

derstand the e�ets of small-sale

dynamo ation, we plan to perform

about 2 big runs per month on Beskow, whih requires at least 1000 kCPU hours, and about 5 interme-

diate ones on the other 3 mahines, whih requires 150 kCPU hours on eah of them.

Computationally, all mahines are omparable, but there an be unexpeted future hanges or outages

on some mahines that hamper sienti� progress. Most important is the waiting time in the queue and

oasional opportunities when jobs start immediately.

Strong saling

Regarding saling tests, we have previously determined strong saling of Penil ode on Triolith for

three mesh sizes. The time per time step and mesh point is given for di�erent proessor numbers and

layouts. Generally, it is advantageous to keep the number of proessors in the x diretion small. The

ode is well adapted to modern omputing platforms.
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3 Sienti� hallenges

Kineti turbulene in plasma around blak holes and neutron stars Kineti turbulene has

been our �rst appliation of the framework. Here we use massively parallel partile-in-ell simulations

within the Runko framework to study deaying turbulent plasma motions. Our large 2D simulations

during 2019 have enabled us to study the magnetohydrodynamial turbulene from a ompletely di�erent

angle with self-onsistent fully-kineti plasma simulations. At the moment there are only two other groups

with a apability to perform suh a massive superomputer simulations. This puts us in a unique position

to start exploring this new regime of turbulene even further. At the moment, our ompleted simulations

have already reveled a new energy dissipation mehanism for the turbulent plasmas in a form of loalized

non-thermal partile prodution in the so-alled urrent sheets. This pioneering omputational work will

help us in formulating a more self-onsistent theory of relativisti turbulene from �rst priniples, urrently

under onstrution. Our next e�orts in this �eld is to start fousing on high-�delity 3D simulations. This

helps us to really on�rm the validity of our previous 2D simulation results and opens up a whole new

window into studying the dynamis of the di�erent strutures seen in the simulations.

Another partile energization mehanism, that has gained a lot of fous as a promising alternative to

turbulene, is relativisti magneti reonnetion. In this mirophysial plasma phenomena the magneti

�eld hanges its topology and the magneti �eld lines undergo a mirophysial reonnetion (Lyubarsky,

2005). The subsequent evolution of the system appears even more intriguing: the on�guration is un-

stable for the plasmoid tearing instability where blobs of plasma are aptured by the surrounding and

reonneting magneti �elds and are being aelerated by the dragging motion of the evolving �eld. Un-

derstanding the late-time evolution and oupling of plasma and radiation in the reonnetion phenomena

is of paramount importane to astrophysis beause it is thought to power many of nature's most pow-

erful phenomena suh as blak hole aretion disks and jets. It is also physially interesting to study the

oupling of radiation and plasma, made possible by the radiation module in Runko. Coupling radia-

tive proesses to the plasma under reonnetion would mark the �rst self-onsistent study of radiative

relativisti reonnetion.

Gravitational wave polarization. We study the in�uene of helial magneti �elds on the produ-

tion of gravitational waves. Gravitational waves provide an as yet unexplored window into the earliest

moments of the Big Bang, not obsured by the last sattering surfae given by the hitherto studied os-

mi mirowave bakground. The prodution of gravitational radiation from osmologial turbulene was

alulated analytially by Kosowsky et al. (2002) and Gogoberidze et al. (2007). Helial magneti �elds

produe non-vanishing ross-polarization in the gravitational wave spetrum (Kahniashvili et al., 2005;

Caprini & Durrer, 2006), whih would be observable with LISA (Binétruy et al., 2012). Hindmarsh et

al. (2017) have reently presented detailed numerial models of gravitational waves from phase transition

nuleation bubbles produed during the eletroweak phase transition (Kamionkowski et al., 1994; Niolis,

2004). Our new work involves the alulation of gravitational waves using the Penil Code, where a

gravitational wave solver has already been suessfully implemented.

Chiral MHD. The hiral magneti e�et leads to a urrent along a magneti �eld if the number of

left- and right-handed Fermions is unequal. This e�et has reeived signi�ant attention in just the last

few years. We are now able for the �rst time to perform a omprehensive study of the hiral magneti

e�et in real turbulene. Earlier theoretial studies applied to neutron stars and the early Universe did

not result in realisti estimates for the turbulene. Thus, the use of simulations is absolutely ritial to

making signi�ant progress. Our reent work on the early Universe has brought us a signi�ant step

forward. We will now fous on neutron stars, whih may have several important advantages. First, only

one sign of hirality will be produed. Seond, the timesales are short, giving us ample time for the

subsequent inverse asade to yield large length sales. Together with the heliity produed from rotation

and strati�ation, the end result may produe a realisti model of observed pulsars.

EB polarization in the Sun and in other types of turbulene. We are urrently investigating

the theoretial preditions of the solar EB-type polarization harateristis (Seljak & Zaldarriaga, 1997;
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Kamionkowski et al., 1997). This is a onept familiar from the analysis of the osmi mirowave bak-

ground polarization data, but unfamiliar in the ontext of solar physis. The EB polarization signature

is obtained by omputing

Ẽ + iB̃ = (k̂x − ik̂y)2 (Q̃ + iŨ), (1)

where a tilde denotes the Fourier transform and the hats denote omponents of the unit vetor of k in

the xy plane. The signi�ane of the EB representation is that it leads to a separation into a parity even

(E) and a parity odd (B) omponent. We have on�rmed that for magnetially dominated turbulene,

the EE orrelation exeed the BB orrelation by a fator of about 1.6, whih is slightly less than the

fator of two that has been found from the the foreground polarization deteted with Plank (Adam

et al., 2016), but more than what is theoretially expet (Caldwell et al., 2017), whih we on�rm for

magnetially subdominant turbulene. A fator of two was already theoretially be explained by Kandel

et al. (2017), but not with real turbulene simulations yet.

E�et of onvetion on magnetized disk aretion. We use radiation magnetohydrodynami sim-

ulations in a shearing box to study the energy onversion from Keplerian rotation to turbulent magneti

energy by the ombined magneto-rotational and dynamo instabilities to heat and radiation near the disk

surfaes. We start with a non-uniform, mostly toroidal magneti �eld near the midplane of the disk. This

�eld develops into a turbulent �eld through the magneto-rotational instability whih in turn re-ampli�es

the magneti �eld through the dynamo instability Brandenburg et al. (1995). Most of the earlier sim-

ulations have ignored radiative ooling, whih is however important when trying to understand global

stability of the disk (loal dissipation should inrease with inreased loal surfae density in the disk).

We therefore inlude radiation transport inluding the H− opaity as well as partial hydrogen ionization,

both of whih lead to onvetion near the surfaes. We study the resulting feedbak on the disk aretion

rate and its dependene on the surfae density, whih has impliations on understanding transitions from

low to high aretion states in disks.

Solar/stellar dynamo simulations. Loal simulations will be used to develop what we all smart

boundary onditions (BC) for appliation in the global simulations. The purpose of suh BCs is to

ompatify the small-sale physis of the surfae-driving layer in order to ontrol the global simulations,

whih annot resolve these sales, in a physially realisti way. Here we assume that (i) stellar turbulene

is essentially driven by ooling in the surfae-driving layer and (ii) large-sale strutures like giant ells or a

global dynamo �eld would not markedly a�et neither the SDL nor the overall properties of the onvetion.

Then, loal Cartesian boxes whih extend vertially just deep enough so that the (non-physial) boundary

onditions to be applied at their bottom have no signi�ant e�et on the near-surfae onvetion (say,

30Mm deep) and whih are horizontally just wide enough to apture the essential topology and dynamis

of the granulation will be employed to solve the full onvetion problem with the neessary high grid

resolution (say, 100Mm horizontal extent) and with physially meaningful boundary onditions at their

top. Time series of the simulated physial quantities on a horizontal plane plaed at the estimated

bottom of the surfae-driving layer inside the omputational box will be employed to de�ne the boundary

onditions at the top of a global simulation model whih extends from the bottom of the onvetion

zone (say 200Mm depth) with physially meaningful boundary onditions to the bottom of the surfae-

driving layer. A simple way of doing this onsists in diretly employing the quantities from the loal-box

simulations as Dirihlet boundary onditions of the global model. Due to its oarser resolution, the data

have to be properly restrited. As the simulated model time interval of the global model will in general

be muh longer than the one of the loal model, the problem arises how the boundary values should

be repeatedly used without introduing a strit periodiity. This approah will allow inorporating the

NSSL in the global simulations, without needing to resolve the SDL in one and the same model.

4 Researh group

The work in the astrophysis group at Nordita overs a broad range of topis from kineti simulations

over gravitational wave physis and the early universe to solar physis and meteorology. Our researh

group onsists urrently of the following people:
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Dr Akshay Bhatnagar (post-do)

Dr Mattia Bulla (Nordita fellow)

Dr Upasana Das (Nordita fellow)

Dr Illa R. Losada (visiting post-do)

Dr Joonas Nättilä (Nordita fellow)

Dr Guðlaugur Jóhannesson (assistant professor, shared with University of Ieland)

Dr Lars Mattsson (assistant professor)

Dr Dhrubaditya Mitra (assistant professor)

Dr Alexandra Veledina (assistant professor, shared with University of Turku)

Note that part of the work of Dhrubaditya Mitra is within the projet on �Bottleneks for the growth

of partiles suspended in turbulent �ows� and forms the basis of a separate appliation.
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